city raised the cost of a new licence plate to roughly three times the cost of a cheap Chinese car.
Solutions must come from ordinary citizens, who can take responsibility for their environment and express it daily in choices such as riding bicycles or taking public transportation instead of driving. The voice of society is growing, and the government is starting to respond, albeit reluctantly, to the air-pollution crisis. The US Embassy in Beijing posts its air-quality readings on Twitter, and activists have been re-posting the readings on Sina Weibo (China's answer to Twitter, which is blocked in the country). The hashtag "I don't want to be a human vacuum cleaner" attracted more than 1.7 million comments. And when the real-estate titan Pan Shiyi asked his millions of Weibo followers: "Do you agree that PM 2.5 should be monitored in 2011? Do you agree that the clean-air act should be stricter?", the replies in favour far outnumbered those against. In response to this groundswell, the government announced last year that Beijing and 73 other cities would start to monitor and publish PM 2.5 data in 2013, far ahead of the previously announced 2016 deadline. Meanwhile, public pressure has helped to get a revised clean air act on the way, with the China Daily newspaper noting that "more measures to clean up the air are being considered by municipal departments of Chinese cities after netizens began to point the finger at the government over heavy smog".
In recent years, local protests have successfully blocked the construction of individual polluting projects, including plants in Xiamen and Dalian, which would have produced the industrial chemical paraxylene; a trash incinerator in Panyu; and a wastewater treatment plant in Qidong. China is witnessing the beginnings of a civil society in which the Chinese people spontaneously defend their right to a healthy environment, independent of organizers, political goals and commercial interests.
Chinese citizens who want to drink clean water can buy a water purifier; those worried about poisoned milk can buy imported milk. But when the air is polluted, there is no option but to fight. The various stakeholders of China's environment -government, non-government organizations and industry -should seize the opportunity provided by the growing popular involvement, and promote a civil society that stands up for the environment. WORLD VIEWA personal take on events
